Reclaimed Longleaf Pine specifications:

• Virgin growth Longleaf Pine timbers & beams salvaged from deconstructed pre-1925 buildings. Also referred to as Antique Heart Pine.
• Colors are orange, brown, and red tones with some yellow sap streaks.
• At least 75% heartwood. Approximate moisture content is 12%.
• Dimensions: Flooring: 7/16” to ¾” x 2-1/4” to 7” face or custom. Lumber: ¾” to 1-1/2” x 2-1/2” to 7-1/4” or custom. Beams: 4x4 to 12x12x24’ according to availability.
• Hardness is 1225 on the Janka scale, comparable to Red Oak (1290).
• Flooring is ordered by the linear foot and is trimmed to provide 100 percent usable material for the grade. Lengths are random, 2’ and longer. Standard milling is T&G center-match pattern with equal wood above and below the tongue. The tongue is tapered to ease installation.
• Custom milling patterns and specific lengths are available for a premium.
• Grades:
  
  **Common** grade is a blend of vertical and arching grain. It includes unlimited size and number of knots, nail holes, bolt holes, staining, and slight cracking and checking for a distressed look. No loose knots.
  
  **Select** grade is a blend of vertical and arching grain. It includes a few small knots and nail and/or bolt holes. No loose knots.
  
  **Old Face** grade is same as Common grade, but with one side “hit and miss” planed, showing the old reclaimed timber’s patina, including circle or band saw or planer marks.
  
  **Vertical** grade has a fine, delicate straight grain, no growth rings more than 45 degrees perpendicular to the face of the board. It includes almost no knots, nail and/or bolt holes. Widths up to 5” and lengths of 4’ minimum. No loose knots.

*Wood, the way it used to be.*